Deterministic, probabilistic, nondeterministic, and alternating complexity classes defined by polylogarithmic communication are considered. Main results are (1) extending work of Ja'Ja', Prasanna Kumar, and Simon, we give a simple technique allowing translation of most known separation and containment results for complexity classes of the fixed partition model to the more difficult optimal partition model, where few results were previously known; and (2) demonstration that a certain natural language (block-equality) in Zy is also, unexpectedly, in flee 2 . 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc.
INTR~OUCTION
Intuitively, given a computer system consisting of several processors, the communication requirement of a problem is the minimum number of bits that must be exchanged among the processors to solve the problem. Communication is often the paramount factor in determining the efficiency of parallel or distributed systems, in both theoretical and practical terms. In addition to this direct motivation, communication complexity has found application to complexity theory for VLSI systems, Boolean circuits, Boolean decision trees, and other areas [ZO, 21, 12, 15, 16, 10, 6, 19, 131 . As with most prior work on this topic, we will confine our attention to a two-processor system, where each processor is initially given exactly half of the input bits. Furthermore, since the focus is on communication rather than computation, the model is nonuniform-the processors can "compute" arbitrary functions.
In a single processor system where time is the resource of primary concern, we are usually satisfied if a language can be accepted in polynomial time. For the communication model, polynomial communication would be too much: every language (containing only even-length strings), even a nonrecursive one, can be accepted deterministically in linear communication by simply having one processor send its half of the input to the other. Therefore, to obtain any nontrivial complexity class, we have to focus on sublinear communication complexity. In particular, complexity classes defined by polylogarithmic communication have a number of appealing properties and seem to capture several interesting phenomena [2] . For example, the space between polylogarithmic and linear communication complexity is wide enough to allow us to study an exponential gap in many cases. Following Babai, et al.
[2], we define PC' to be the class of languages recognized by deterministic protocols of communication complexity log O(l) n, and analogously JfPcc = Zy for nondeterministic protocols, co-Jlr.9" = ZZT, and C;;C, UT for more general alternating protocols analogous to the polynomial time hierarchy [ 17, 181. We will also consider probabilistic protocols of communication complexity log"" n, with zero-, one-sided-, bounded-, and unbounded-error, denoted 9'9Ycc, 9Y"", .@99'", and %?P?F", respectively. This setting allows the simultaneous exploration of communication and the power of probabilistic, nondeterministic, and alternating computations.
This paper contains two main results. The first deals with fixed vs optimal partition protocols, defined below. The second concerns the power of alternation in these models.
Optimal us Fixed Partition Classes
In the so-called fixed partition model [20] , the partition of the inputs between the two processors is fixed as part of the problem statement. One processor always receives the first n bits and the other receives the remaining n. The more general optimal partition model [21, 12, 15, 83 allows the partition to be chosen arbitrarily, each processor still receiving n bits. Communication complexity in the optimal partition model is closely related to the area/time complexity of VLSI circuits. We add the subscript op to any complexity class to denote the optimal partition model.
For example, the language equality consists of those pairs (x, y) of n-bit strings having x = y. In the fixed partition model, one processor receives x and the other gets y. In the optimal partition model, one might choose to give the left half of each of x and y to one processor, with the right halves going to the other processor. Thus, equality has complexity O(1) in the optimal partition model, which is provably impossible in the fixed partition model, even nondeterministically [12] . The study of communication complexity classes has focused mainly on the fixed partition model, and many results are now known about it. We pointed out earlier that the optimal partition model has important practical motivations. Thus, it is interesting and worthwhile to investigate the relationships among complexity classes in the optimal partition model. Papadimitriou and Sipser [lS] and Ja'Ja', Prasanna Kumar, and Simon [8] succeeded in showing certain basic relations in the optimal partition model, such as 9: #Jr/-g;.
Few other relations were previously known among optimal partition complexity classes. Indeed, most of the languages used to separate various fixed partition complexity classes, like equality, are trivial in the optimal partition model. Our first result, building on the techniques of [S] , is a pair of general theorems extending many known relations among fixed partition classes to the analogous relations among optimal partition classes (Section 3 ).
Strength of the Alternating Communication Hierarchy
The alternating communication hierarchy (ZT, Z7:} defined by Babai et al. [2] in analogy with the polynomial time hierarchy is a natural setting in which to explore the power of alternation. It is known that Ngcc # CO-N"~~~, and conjectured that this is true for all higher levels of the hierarchy, too. Since we know that equality is in co-N$""'= l7y but not in Af9""'= Cy, it is natural to expect that adding an existential layer on top of equality would allow us to separate Cy and IIT. Let block-equality denote the set {(x, y))x,yE{O,l}"', 30di<n,VOOj<n,xii=y,i}, where xii and y, denote the (i . n + j)th bit of x and y, respectively. Block-equality is easily seen to be in Cy, and is similar to languages such as block-disjointness' that are known to be Zy-complete [a] . Thus, intuitively it seems very likely that block-equality is in CT but not in l7T. Surprisingly, our intuition is wrong. The hierarchy is indeed more complicated than we thought (Section 4).
NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS
Since each processor receives exactly half of the inputs, all languages that we will consider contain only strings of even length. We will use the notation (0, 1}2* to denote the set of all Boolean strings of even length. The even-complement of a language Lz (0, I}'* is defined to be the set ( (0, 1}"* -L). L" will be used to represent L n { 0, 1 >", for any integer n > 0. For any Boolean strings x and y, the notation (x, y) means the concatenation of x and y. We refer to the two processors as the x-and y-processors. In the fixed partition model on input (x, y) the x-processor receives x and the y-processor receives y. In the optimal partition model the designations are arbitrary.
The communication complexity model is formally presented below; it is similar to ones used by Yao [20] In the fixed partition model, n(i) = i for all 0 < i < 2n -1. In the optimal partition model, 7~ can be any permutation.
Both processors use the response function 9 to determine what messages to exchange. Intuitively, the first argument of 9 is the local input of a processor, and the second argument is the "log" of all previous messages. The function 9 returns the message to send, or indicates that the computation is completed and if so whether the input is accepted or rejected. We assume that the x-processor sends the first message, after which they alternate.
A computation c(z) of a protocol @, on an input z E (0, 1 }2n is the "log" of all messages exchanged by the two processors. Not every function 9 can be used as a communication protocol. We require that the function cp be prefix-free, i.e., for all c E (0, 1 }*, y, y' E (0, 1 }", 9(y, C) is not a proper prefix of 9(y', c). This ensures that each message is self-delimiting.
A nondeterministic protocol CD" is an ordered pair (n, 9), where 71 again specifies the partition of the inputs, but 9 becomes a relation (i.e., a subset of ((0, wx {o,l)*)x({o, 1j* u ACCEPT, REJECT 1)) instead of a function. The { pwfix-freeness property is generalized so that for any c E (0, 1 )*, for all y, y'~ (0, l}", if (y, c, a,) and (y', c, ~1~) are in 9 for some @I, a2~ (0, l}*, then a, is not a proper prefix of CI~. A computation is defined as above, except that c, + , is nondeterministically chosen from among the possible messages, based on the input and log, in the relation 9. A nondeterministic protocol @,, accepts an input ZE {O, 1}2n if there is at least one computation that ends with ACCEPT; l&z) denotes the length of the shortest accepting computation.
A probabilistic protocol Qi, is also represented by an ordered pair (n, 9). The definition is similar to that for nondeterministic protocols, with the addition that, for each y E (0, 1 }", c E (0, 1 }*, there is a probability distribution on the elements (y, c, a) of the relation rp (where a E (0, 1 } * u {ACCEPT, REJECT} ). Intuitively, when a processor has the local input y and the previous messages exchanged are c, a message c1 is chosen at random according to the specified distribution and transmitted to the other processor. Thus, the probability of executing the computation c(z)=c1c2...ckck+1
is the product of the probabilities of the individual ci)s. A probabilistic protocol @,, accepts a language L n (0, 1 }2n with unbounded error (bounded error E, 0 <E< f; one-sided error; zero error) if and only if for all ZE (0, l)zn, 1. if z E L, the probability that the protocol @,, executes a computation ending with ACCEPT is >i (a$+~; >i; =l), and 2. if z 4 L, the probability that the protocol G,, executes a computation ending with ACCEPT is < 4 ( < i -E; = 0; = 0, respectively).
As before, we can extend the definition of acceptance to a family of protocols on a language L c (0, 1 } 2*. Worst case and expected communication complexity of probabilistic protocols are defined in the usual way.
The classes 8", N.GP"', 3?.9!9'"", k&?~"", ZY&??~""", 9.98"' denote languages accepted by deterministic, nondeterministic, zero error, one-sided error, bounded error, and unbounded error probabilistic protocols with logo(') n communication complexity, respectively. 6.9%P" is defined in terms of expected communication complexity; the others are defined by worst-case complexity.
There are several equivalent definitions for the alternating communication hierarchy in Babai et al. [2] . Below, we give one analogous to the quantifier characterization of the polynomial time hierarchy. As expected, NP"" =L'F; see PI.
DEFINITION [2] . For any k > 1, a language L c (0, 1 }'* is in ZT if and only if there exist functions ii(n), 1 < id k, on the natural numbers, and a predicate P such that l l(n)=g=l li(n)=logO")n; l P: (0, 1)2@+'(n))+ (0, l} is a predicate that can be computed by a deterministic fixed partition protocol with communication complexity logo"' n; and l for all (x, y)E (0, 1}2n,
where USE (0, I} , M") for 1 <i< k, and the quantifier 2 is 3 if k is odd and V otherwise.
Intuitively, in computing the predicate P, the two processors have their inputs x and y, respectively, and the string U, u2 . . . uk is visible to both. The definition of Z7; is analogous, but with the roles of the two quantitiers (i.e., 3 and V) switched. Clearly a language L is in Zr if and only if its even-complement 1 is in nr.
OPTIMAL PARTITION COMPLEXITY CLASSES
The following summarizes most of the known relationships among complexity classes in the fixed partition communication model [21, 12, 22 , 1, 2, 91:
1. <PC = N~cc n co-N~cc # NYC. 2. N$P'"" and co-JVCP" are incomparable.
3. ~5V"" and JI/".P" are incomparable. 4. ~ccQw~c' 5 2:s n ny.
Recent extensions by Halstenberg and Reischuk [7] , and independently by Lam [ 111 have relined the relationships above, showing:
5.
LG%?~'t?p"" $5 ,/v~=' v co-Jf9'"'.
6. NP v co-,/v~"" v SwF~cy n ny n 429P".
In addition, we note [ll]:
1. p=c cc ~qiy?p"' zz Jfpc (-) co-Jlfp,fc, r < Figure 1 summarizes these results. These relationships are interesting in the sense that the corresponding versions in Turing machine complexity theory are extremely hard open questions, Switching from the fixed partition model to the optimal partition model, the communication complexity of many languages, including all of the languages used to prove the separation results summarized in Fig. 1 , become trivial, even deterministically, and so the lower bound results no longer hold. For example, as noted above, the language equality and its even-complement inequality have been very useful in separating different classes in the fixed partition model, but have trivial complexity in the optimal partition model. Thus it should be clear that the optimal partition model is more powerful and the relations among complexity classes in the optimal partition model may not be the same as those in the fixed partition model. 
Previous Work on Optimal Partition Complexity Classes
It was first conjectured by Lipton and Sedgewick [12] that the language L,, which consists of the adjacency matrices of all undirected graphs containing a triangle, was a candidate for a language separating 9'; from Nz?~~. The nondeterministic communication complexity of L, is easily seen to be O(log n). Papadimitriou and Sipser [IS] proved that any optimal partition nondeterministic protocol accepting the even-complement of L, requires communication 0(n). This establishes that &'"9'rp # CO-NY~~ and hence @'T* # M9zpcp.
About the same time, Ja'Ja', Prasanna Kumar, and Simon [B], using shifted versions (defined below) of the languages equality and disjointness, showed 9$my$Af9;~%~~~p.
Another related result is from Duris, Galil, and Schnitger [4] . They proved that given any language L, there exists another language L' such that the deterministic communication complexities of L (based on fixed partition) and L' (based on optimal partition) have the same upper and lower bounds. The proof in their paper is essentially a probabilistic argument and the language L' is non-constructive. Furthermore, their proof works only for deterministic complexities.
Other than the foregoing results, little was previously known about optimal partition complexity classes.
Our Separation and Containment Theorems
In this section, we present our first main result. We obtain a result analogous to [4] , but which holds for other measures such as nondeterministic and probabilistic ones. Our technique, a generalization of that of Ja'Ja', Prasanna Kumar, and Simon 181, is simple and, unlike [4] , is constructive. This gives us a way to generalize many separation results in the fixed partition model to the optimal partition model. In particular, previous results like YFp # J(/YTr are corollaries of our new result, as are the analogs of all the separations in Fig. 1 . We also show that nearly all of the containments in Fig. 1 carry through to the optimal model, as well, thus establishing that essentially the entire complexity structure depicted there holds in both the fixed and optimal partition models.
Below, we sketch our main result about separation of optimal partition complexity classes.
We first define a class of languages called "paddable languages." All the languages needed to prove the separation results in Fig. 1 are paddable. Then we show that given any paddable language L, we can construct a "shifted" language L,, so that the fixed partition communication complexity of L and the optimal partition communication complexity of Lsh have the same upper and lower bounds. Therefore, if two complexity classes can be separated by a paddable language within the fixed partition model, there exists a language separating the two classes under the optimal partition model.
"Paddability" is a restricted form of self-reducibility. Intuitively (and oversimplifying slightly), we say a language L is paddable if a length n instance can be embedded into any n bit positions of a longer instance, with the remaining bit positions filled ("padded") with some easily determined sequence of values. For example, equality is paddable: given any x (y) of length n, and the indices of any n bit positions in a longer string of length, say, 8~2, we can construct a string X' (resp. y') of length 8n that depends on x (y) only in the n designated positions and such that x = y if and only if x' = y'. E.g., simply insert the bits of x (y), in order, into the designated positions of x' (y'), and make x' (resp. y') 0 elsewhere. Most languages that have been used to separate fixed partition communication complexity classes are also paddable. The formal definition of paddability is given below, and is related to the usual notion of reducibility studied in communication complexity. DEFINITION. A function p on (0, 1 } ** is rectangzdur if and only if there is a function l(n) on the natural numbers and functions p' and p" on {O, 1 }* such that for all x, JJE (0, I}" we have I&(x)/ = /p"(y)1 =1(n) and p(x, y)=p'(x) p"(.r). We call I(n) the length function associated with p. 
The foregoing definition is appropriate for studying complexity classes defined by polylogarithmic communication.
A more refined notion is appropriate for our purposes.
DEFINITION.
There is a linear rectangular reduction from L, to L, (L, r ,in Lz) if and only if L, L L, as above and, additionally, l(n) = O(n).
Note that in a rectangular reduction, the mappings applied to x and y must be completely independent. A somewhat more robust notion of reduction is the following, which augments the usual one by allowing the mappings to depend on easily determined information about x and y.
A function a is easy if there is a deterministic fixed partition communication protocol allowing both processors to determine x(x, y) for any X, y E { 0, 1)" using O(log n) bits of communication.
There is an augmented linear rectangular reduction from L, to L, (L, tz aug-lin L2) if and only if there is an easy function a, and for all ,!3 E range(a) there are rectangular functions pa with associated length functions l@(n) = O(n) such that, when p = a(x, y), then (x, y) E L, o pB(x, y) E L,.
Augmented reductions share the usual properties desired of reductions, such as transitivity, since the two processors can cooperatively determine /3 at cost O(log n).
For any z~{O,1,2 ,... }, let ~=(t~,r~ ,..., r ,*,-]>, where rO<r,< . ..<t.+,. For any z E (0, 1 1" and r z { 0, . . . . n -I), let Z denote (0, . . . . n -1 }\z, z ( T denote the string z,,,zr, . . . z,"-, , and similarly zli denote the string consisting of those bits of z not indexed by r. Finally, let z + i denote the set {t + i 1 r E r}, and let t~r=zv(z+n).Forexample,forx,y~{O,l}", (~,y)l~.~=(xJ~,yJ~). We are finally ready to formally define paddability. Basically, it is an augmented linear rectangular self-reducibility that is length increasing, and that allows all but an arbitrarily chosen n pairs of bits of the padded string to be easily determined.
A language L -c (0, 1 }2* is paddable if and only if for some c > 8 (called the padding factor) there is an easy function a such that for all /3 E range(a) there are functions la(n) on the natural numbers, with ~n<,<~(n)< O(n), and for each z c (0, . . . . la(n) -l} with IrJ = n there is a rectangular function ps,T with la(n) as associated length function, such that Since pB,r is a rectangular function, in the fixed partition model each processor can determine half the bits of p&x, y) with no communication. The significance of property 1 above is that, in addition to its own half of the value, each processor can determine all but n bits of the other processor's value, i.e., the padding bits, using only O(log n) communication.
EXAMPLE.
Formalizing the intuitive discussion above, we see that equality, disjointness, and their even-complements are paddable languages. Let a be the constant 1 (the empty string). Thus, 6 = I for all inputs. Let Ii(n) = 9n. For any z E (0, . ..) IA(n) -I} with 1~1 = n, define p>,,(x) and p;,,(y) so that for any 0 < i < n, the (zi)th bits of p;,,(x) and pi,,(y) are xi and yi, respectively, and all other bits are simply 0's. Clearly any two strings x, y E { 0, 1 }" are equal if and only if after padding with O's, they are equal, i.e., pi,,(x) =p;,Jy). The same argument applies to inequality, disjointness, and nondisjointness.
The flexibility for /I and hence the length functions Is(n) and mapping functions pB,r to depend on O(log n) bits of information about x and y was unnecessary in the example above, but is needed for certain other applications, such as the following. Proof. In outline, given any paddable languages Lo and L,, the auxiliary function a for their marked union L can be defined to concatenate the mark bits with the value of the c( associated with Lo or LI, as appropriate. Similarly, depending on the mark bits, we choose the length function la(n) and the mapping functions P,].~ associated with either L, or LI. In more detail, for b E (0, l), let ab, I,,, P~,,,~ be the functions demonstrating the paddability of Lt, with padding factor c,>8. The functions for the marked union of Lo and L, are, for all n>O, b, b', 6. 6'~ (0, l}, X, YE {O, 1 )* with 1x1 = jyj, and all appropriate fi and r:
where pf'b,, is the same as P~,~,~, except that it places a b (h') in front of the left (right, respectively) half of its output, and r~ = ((r\{r,,}) -1).
These functions are easily computed. Specifically, computing r. requires exchanging the two bits b and b', in addition to whatever communication is required by ab. Let pB,,Jx, y) = uv, where 1~1 = 1~1, and so phh~,J6x, 6'y) = hub'v. Note that by the choice of G the only bit positions in (bub'v) Ii.? that may not be present in (uu)~,., are those holding b and b'. Since these bits are known to both processors, the bits outside of 1. t in the padded L-instance are as easy to compute as the bits outside of D . r~ in the padded Lb-instances. I.e., phb.B, T ) i. r is easy.
It is straightforward to verify that (hx, b'y) E Lo ~~~.~,Jbx, b'y) E L, where p = a,(~, y). Further, a simple calculation shows this transformation achieves a padding factor c, where 8 <c < min(c,, c,), for all sufficiently large n. As usual, exceptions for small n can be corrected by explicit enumeration. 1
Since the languages equality, inequality, disjointness, and nondisjointness, together with their marked unions, suffice to show the separations among the fixed partition complexity classes shown in Fig. 1 , they will also suffice to separate the analogous optimal partition classes.
Following [8] , for any language L E (0, 1 }2*, we define the shifted language Lsh to be {(x, y, z) 1 3n L 0, s.t. 1x1 = lyl = n; JzI = 2rlog nl; and (SHIFT(X, z), JJ) E L} Here SHIFT(X, z) is the right cyclic shift of x by z positions, i.e., for 0 < i <: n the ith bit of SHIFT(X~X~ "'xn-l?z) is X(i--.)modn. Now we are ready to state the main result of this section. THEOREM 2. Let f(n) = Q(log n) be any function that is "smooth," in the sense that there is a function g such that for all c and almost all n, l/g@) Gf(cn)/f(n) <g(c). F or any k > 0, let V denote the class of languages accepted within communication O(f(n)) by any one of the following classes of protocols: deterministic, nondeterministic, XT, l7?, zero-, bounded-, or unbounded-errorprobabilistic. Then for any paddable language L E (0, 1 } **, L is in 9? if and onI?, if L,, is in Q&.
Proof: We first consider the case in which % is the class of languages recognizable in deterministic communication f(n), denoted DCOMM( f (n)), for some f(n) = Q(log n). Earlier, we noted that any language L G (0, I)** can be accepted deterministically with communication at most n. Therefore, f(n) is assumed to be at most n.
(a) The "if" direction is the more interesting one. Suppose Lsh E %&. Consider an optimal partition protocol. Intuitively, no partition can be "so optimal" that it brings most x, y bit pairs together for all shift distances. More precisely, by a combinatorial argument similar to that of [8] , we will show that for any partition of the input bits, there is a shift distance Y,, such that after shifting x by rO, a fixed fraction of the x bits in one processor "correspond" to y bits in the other processor. Intuitively, this shift distance is a "hard" case for the optimal partition protocol. We then use the fact that L is paddable to build from the %&,-efficient optimal partition protocol for this hard set of instances of Lsh a q-efficient fixed partition protocol for shorter instances of L. Details follow.
Suppose Lsh is in DCOMM,,,(f(n)). Then for any N> 0, there is a partition of the inputs and an associated protocol Y, accepting LziN+ r'Og N1) using communication f(N+ rlog NJ). Without loss of generality, assume that the x-processor receives at least N/2 bits of x, namely xi,, xi*, . . Since L is paddable, for all input sizes n, there exist functions ~1, 1,, pg.Z = (pi,,, p:,,) satisfying all requirements in the definition of paddable languages with padding factor at least 8. Using this and the optimal partition protocol Y for L sh, we are now ready to construct a fixed partition protocol @,, accepting L"'. Consider any (x, y) E (0, 1 j2n. Initially the x-processor and the y-processor receive the inputs x and y, respectively. The processors begin by computing fi = a(.~, .r*). This requires O(log M) bits of communication.
Next, each processor computes N = Is(n). Consider again the optimal partition protocol Yy, for L,, '(AJ + %g N1) for this specific value of N. We choose s to be the set ((i(.,, + r,,) mod N To process the input (x, y), the new protocol @,, simulates Y, with input (x', y', z), where SHIFT(X', ro) = p;,,(x), y' = p;,,(y), and I' E (0, l}2r'ogN1 contains the value equal to ro. See Fig. 2 .
According to the protocol YN, the input (x': y', z) is partitioned so that the x-processor receives xi;+ . . . . x:;. -, = x' I Ti = SHIFT( x', rO) ] I = P>, ,(x) 1 T. These bits are a direct function of x. SimilarI;, under the input partition for 'Y, the y-processor receives yiiLo + ro) mod N, -., y;i,,-I + roJ mod N = pz,,( y) ) T, which are a direct function of y. All bits of the remaining portion of x', namely pk*,(x)(,, and of y', namely pi,,(y) ) ?, are easily determined, by the definition of paddable languages. Recall that @, is a fixed partition protocol. Initially the x-processor and the y-processor receive the inputs x and y, respectively. From the remarks above, each processor then has sufficient information to easily determine the portion of (x', y', Z) allocated to it according to Y,V. Specifically, the x (y) processor can determine ph.,(x) ( 'I (resp. Then for any n > 0, there exists a fixed partition deterministic protocol @,, accepting L2" with communication complexity f(n). In the following, for any N> 0, we construct a deterministic optimal partition protocol !PN accepting Lz[. If N# n + rlog n] for any n > 0, then L,, I-I (0, 1 } *AJ is empty. A protocol that simply rejects all input strings can accept Lff correctly without using any communication.
Now assume N = n + rlog n] for some n > 0. For any input string (x, y, z), where x, YE (0, l}" and ZE (0, l} 2r'ogn1 the new protocol partitions (x, y) in the same way as @, does; i.e., x is in the x-p;ocessor and y is in the y-processor. For the input z, the first rlog nl bits are received by the x-processor, and the y-processor gets the rest. The computation of the protocol YN starts with the y-processor sending all its bits of z to the x-processor deterministically and the x-processor computing x'= SHIFT(X, z). Then both processors execute the protocol Qi,, with (x', y) as the input. Obviously (x, y, z) E Lzc if and only if (x', ~)=(sHIFT(x,z), y) is in L*". Therefore, the protocol YN accepts precisely the language Lf:, and its communication complexity is bounded by rlog n] +f(n). Since f(n) = Q(log n), rlog nl +S(n) = W(N)).
Th us, Lsh is in DCOMM,,(f(n)) = 'G$,,.
Combining (a) and (b), we have proved Theorem 2 when %?=DCOMM(f(n)) for some f(n) = Q(log n). If %? is any of the other classes stated in Theorem 2, the proof is similar to the one above. 1
All of the separations summarized in Fig. 1 extend to the optimal partition model by this theorem and the fact noted above that the languages used to prove those separations are all paddable.
We remark that the results of Theorem 2 have recently been strengthened by BaEik [3] , who removes the paddability assumption and various technical restrictions onf(n) and simplifies the proof, although he uses a somewhat more complex language operation than shifting.
Next we look at containments in the optimal partition model. This theorem is not particularly difficult, but is useful. It extends almost all of the containments in Fig. 1 to the optimal partition model. Several of those containments, like S'o", G ZZ&??~P, are of course immediate from the definitions. Others, like 99V'FP c 9FP, are not.
The only relation in Fig. 1 that our techniques do not establish is 9" = JV"~~~ n co-~$'Pr~',; indeed, it may not be true. There may exist a language L yuch thaTany two protocols accepting L and its even-complement z, must use very different partitions of the inputs. In this case it may be impossible to get a single protocol to simulate the two different partitions.
Curiously, although the proof that bEi%??'"" E 9" seems to depend critically on the fact that 9" = Jlr.P' n co-N.6Pc, and the optimal partition analog of this result is unknown, Theorem 3 still suffices to establish %?9V~P c PTP. We now turn to the proof of the theorem, DEFINITION. For n > 0, let 71,: { 1, . . . . n) + { 1, . . . . n} be a permutation, and let rt = { 7c, I n > 0). For any language L E { 0, 1 } *, and any such 7t, let 
Proof
For the "only if' direction, simply take n to be some family of permutations defining the optimal partition protocol's split of its input into two halves. I.e., 7r2n can be any permutation on { 1, . . . . 2n) such that q,,(i)Qn just in case the optimal partition protocol places bit i in the x-processor. Similarly, for the "if" direction, the fixed partition protocol for L, can be simulated with no extra communication by an optimal partition protocol for L which partitions a 2n-bit input so that the x-processor receives exactly those bits i having n2,(i) < n. 1
Proof of Theorem 3. For any L E V,,op, by Lemma 4, there is a collection of permutations 71 such that L, is in %. Since VC%?', L, is also in 55". Applying Lemma 4 again, we can conclude that 9$, contains L. [ In summary, we have the following relations among the optimal partition complexity classes.
THE ALTERNATING COMMUNICATION HIERARCHV AND BLOCK-EQUALITY
The language block-equality has been studied by Mehlhorn and Schmidt [14] , and Fiirer [S] , who have shown that the deterministic communication complexity of block-equality is substantially greater than its zero-error probabilistic ("Las Vegas") communication complexity. Our interest in it, however, is motivated by study of the alternating communication hierarchy, introduced by Babai et al. [2] . This hierarchy is derived from the polynomial time hierarchy in Turing machine complexity [17, 181 . The primary motivation is to provide a different context for studying the nature of alternation.
At the bottom level of. the alternating communication hierarchy, the classes JY~""" = .Zy and co-X9"" = I7y are not equal. In particular, the language equality is in ny but not in Zy. This tells us that the power of executing universal moves is essential to efficient testing of equality. In looking for a language to separate the classes Z's" and n?, it is natural to extend equality to block-equality as defined above. What is the complexity of block-equality? Not surprisingly, it is not in either Z$ or Z7?, as can be shown by giving rectangular reductions [2] from both equality and inequality to block-equality. Also not surprisingly, block-equality can be accepted in Zy by first existentially guessing the index of a block and then universally verifying whether the inputs x and y agree on that block. On the other hand, if universal moves must be executed before existential moves, then intuitively it seems to be very difficult to accept the language unless the number of moves is more than polylogarithmic. Surprisingly, we show this is not the case. THEOREM 6. The language block-equality is in l77.
Our proof involves the application of hashing functions. The intuition is as follows. Suppose that h is a hashing function from (0, 11" to (0, 1 )logcn, for some constant c. To know whether an input (x, y) is in block-equality, we might first nondeterministically guess the index i of a block and then accept if and only if h(xi) = h(y,). Since Ih( = Ih( yi)( = log' n, checking h(xi) = h(y,) could be done deterministically with communication log'n only. If (x, y) does contain a block in common, we will never fail to report it; however, if (x, y) is not in block-equality, it is possible that two distinct ith blocks are coincidently hashed to the same value.
To eliminate this kind of error, we perform the check with different hashing functions, universally chosen from a fixed set 2". The input (x, y) is accepted if it can pass all checks. Thus, in outline, the protocol tests whether for all h E 2 there exists an i such that h(xi) = h(yi). By a probabilistic argument we show the existence of a small set Z' of hashing functions for which this protocol is always correct. The key claim is the following. LEMMA 7. There exists a collection Z of n2 x n functions, each chosen from the set ~2, such that 2 separates all possible block-distinct strings X, YE (0, 1)"'.
Proof. We use a probabilistic argument. Lemma 11 below states that if 3y' is randomly chosen, then the probability that Z' is unable to separate all block-distinct strings X, YE (0, 1)"' is less than 1. Thus, there exists an 2 satisfying the requirements of Lemma 7. # Before proving Lemma 11, we need some preliminary results. LEMMA 8. Let h be a function chosen randomly from $2. For any x, y E { 0, 1 I", ifx # y, then Prob[h(x) = h(y)] < l/n*.
Proof Since h is chosen randomly, for any c1 E h(x) = h(y) = c( is (1/2r2'0g"1)2. Thus lo, '1 r2'og"1, the probability for (by Lemma 10) . E < (22"")/(n"2) < 1. 1
Now we are ready to prove the main theorem of this section.
Proof of Theorem 6. Let I,(n)= r2 log nl and I,(n) = rlog nl. To simplify the argument, we first consider the case when n is a power of 2. By Lemma 7, there exists a collection 2 of functions chosen from 021, that separates all possible blockdistinct strings X, YE {0, 1)"'. Let x= {h, 1 06i<n2, O<j<n}.
Define the predicate p: 10, 1 > 2(nZ+ /l(n) f b(n)) -+ (0, 1) in such a way that for any X, YE {O, 1 lnZ, iE {O, 1}'1"", jE {O, l}'2(n), P((X, Lj), (Y, i,j))=loh,(~,)=h,(~k), where X=X"...X,~_,, Y=y,...y,-,, and every x,, y, is in (0, 1 }". A simple way to compute the predicate P is to have the x-processor transmit the value of h, (x,) to the y-processor, which then determines the result. Since h, is a function from (0, 1)" to (0, 1}r2'ogn1, the communication required is r2 log n].
CLAIM.
For any X, YE (0, 1 }'12, (X, Y) is in block-equality #' and only if ViE {O, l}"'"', 3jE (0, 1}'2(n) s.t. P((X, i,j), (Y, i,j)).
Proof. We first prove the sufficient part. For any X, YE (0, 1 }n', if (X, Y) is in block-equality, there must exist 0 B j, < n such that x,~ = y,. Then for all 0 6 i < n', h,j,,(x,,) = h,(y,).
Clearly this implies that Vi E (0, 1 }"("', 3jE {O, 1 }'?"" s.t. P((X 6 3, ( Y, i, A).
Next we show the necessary part. For any X, YE (0, 1 )NL, if (X, Y) is not in block-equality, then X and Y are block-distinct. Due to the way %' is chosen, ,# can separate X and Y, or equivalently, there exists 0 d i< n2 such that for all 0 <j< n, h,(x.i) # h,,(xj). Thus, the statement ViE (0, 1 }'l("), 3jE (0, 1 }'2('1' s.t. P((X, i, j), (Y, i, j)) must be false. This establishes the claim. 1
If n is not a power of 2, then for any X, YE (0, l}"', iE (0, 1 )'iO*', ,je (0, 1 )'2("), define P((X,i,j), (Y, i,j)= lo((i>n ') or (j<n and h,,(x/)=h,,(y,))).
It is easy to verify that the claim above still holds. This completes the proof of Theorem 6. m
